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Bounds on the norming operators for distributions in the domain of attraction of 
an operator-stable distribution are found. These bounds are used to establish the 
existence and nonexistence of moments of distributions in the domain of attraction 
of an operator-stable distribution. Similar results for stochastically compact sequen- 
ces are obtained. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a finite-dimensional Euclidean space. A probability distribution 
y on V is attracted to a distribution p on V if, given a sequence (Xn};= I of 
i.i.d. random vectors distributed according to y, there exists a sequence 
(tn};=, of vectors in V and linear operators (Tn};=, such that 
T, C; X, + t, + p in law. The distribution p is said to be operqtor-stable 
and y is said to belong to the (generalized) domain of attraction of p. In this 
paper we derive bounds for the norming operators and their inverses. 
These bounds are used to establish the existence and nonexistence of cer- 
tain moments of distributions y in the domain of attraction of an operator- 
stable law CL. We also find conditions under which moments of T,y” * 6(t,) 
converge to the corresponding moments of p. 
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(Here y” denotes the nth convolutory power of 7 and 
T,y”(A) = y”( T; ‘(A).) These results are extensions of known results for the 
one-dimensional case [S, 61 and for the case of domain of normal attrac- 
tion [15]. We also indicate how similar results can be obtained under the 
weaker assumption that the sequence T, y” * 6( t,) is stochastically compact, 
that is, T,y” * s(t,) is tight and all limit laws of T,y * s(t,) are full. (A 
probability measure is fulZ if it is not concentrated in a proper hyperplane.) 
Conditions which ensure stochastic compactness of such sequences have 
been given in Griffin [7] as well as Hahn and Klass [IO]. 
The bounds on the norming operators found here, in both the con- 
vergence and compactness cases, are useful in proving strong limit 
theorems of the iterated logarithm type. See, for example, Weiner [ZO, 213. 
We now review some of the basic properties of operator-stable laws. 
Most of these properties were obtained by Sharpe in his fundamental paper 
[18]. He showed that if p is a full operator-stable law, then ,u is infinitely 
divisible, so if k(y) is the characteristic function of ,u, then for each t > 0, 
fl(y)’ is the characteristic function of a probability distribution p’. He 
associated a linear operator B, called an exponent, with each full operator- 
stable distribution. If for linear operators A and probability measures I on 
V, Al denotes IA-‘, then p’ may be described in terms of an exponent as 
follows: for some function b: (0, 03) + V, p’= tBp * &b(t)), where 
tBzexp((ln t) B) =Cp=0 ((ln t)k/k!) Bk and &b(t)) denotes a point-mass at 
b(t). Furthermore, if B is an exponent of 11, there exist independent 
B-invariant subspaces, Vo and V,, such that V= V, + VP, the Gaussian 
component of p is concentrated on V, and the Poisson component, on V,. 
Furthermore every eigenvalue of B 1 V, has real part equal to f while the 
real part of every eigenvalue of B 1 V, is greater than + (see also [12]). 
A distribution y is said to be in the domain of normal attraction of ,U if 
{n-“} will serve as a sequence of norming operators. It is clear that p is in 
its own domain of normal attraction and that the domain of normal attrac- 
tion is contained in the domain of attraction. Jurek investigated the 
domain of normal attraction in [ 151 and obtained Theorem 3 of this paper 
for that case. More information concerning the domain of normal attrac- 
tion may be found in [13, 141. The domain of attraction of operator-stable 
laws was studied by Resnick and Greenwood in [16] and by Hahn and 
Klass in [S-lo]. 
A number of papers (see [3, 4, 18, 221) have discussed multivariate 
“convergence of types” theorems. We use the following version. 
THEOREM. Let J, and ,I2 be full probability measures on V, let {R,} and 
{S,] be nonsingular linear operators on V, and let {r”} and {s,,} be vectors 
in V. Zf for some sequence of probability distributions {p,,) on V, 
R,P, * &r,) --r 2, 
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and 
as n --t 00, then { R,S;’ > is precompact in the operator-norm topology. 
Furthermore, if A is any limit point, then there exists a vector v such that 
d, = A& * 6(v). 
2. NOTATION, CONVENTIONS, AND RESULTS 
We now establish some notations and conventions which will be used 
throughout this paper. y will denote a probability measure in the domain of 
attraction of a full operator-stable law ~1 on V. The norming operators for y 
will be denoted by {T,} and the centering vectors by {tn>; then 
T,,y” * &t,) converges in law to p, B will be an exponent for p. The set of 
all eigenvalues of B is designated by a(B). We define 
I=min{Rex:xEa(B)j and ,4 = max{ Re x: x E o(E)}. The symmetry 
group, S(p), is the set of all linear operators A for which there exists some 
vector a E V such that p = Au * 6(a). This group, S(p), is compact (see 
[3]). Also, since T,y” * 6(t,) converges to p and since p is full, y must be 
full and, for sufficiently large n, the operator T, is invertible. For con- 
venience we assume T, is invertible for all n. Finally we use the Euclidean 
norm for I/. The norm of a linear operator A on Y is the usual operator 
norm, JIAJJ = sup{ IIAxll: jJx(/ = 1). 
Our main results are given in the following four theorems. 
THEOREM 1. For each real number a E (0, ,I) there is a real number C, 
such that for all n, ]ITJ 6 C,n-‘. 
THEOREM 2. For each real number a > A, there is a real number C:, such 
that for all n, l\T;‘f < C&rP. 
THEOREM 3. For p < l//1, j IlxllPy(dx) < 00, and i I(x\(~ d(T,y” * 
J(L))(X) --+ j Ilxllp 44x). 
THEOREM 4. If y is in the domain of normal attraction of u and if A > 4 
and ifp > l/n then s \Jx\(~ y(dx) = 00. 
Remark. Since the domain of normal attraction is contained in the 
domain of attraction, Theorem 4 shows that Theorem 3 is the best possible. 
We believe Theorem 4 should hold when y is only assumed to be in the 
domain of attraction. 
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Remark. We indicate below a formulation of Theorem 3 in the case in 
which only stochastic compactness is assumed. 
3. PROOFS 
We first recall that all norms on V are equivalent. Since our results are 
thus essentially independent of the norm chosen, we are free to use the 
more convenient norm described in 
LEMMA 1. There is a norm on V with the properties 
(i) every element of S(p) is an isometry in the new norm. 
(ii) the exterior of any sphere is a continuity set for the L&y measure 
4-P. 
A norm with these properties has been constructed in [ 111. We will use 
this norm in the rest of this paper. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose {a,} and { 6,) are sequences of positive integers with 
a,, -+ co, b, --) co, and b,/a, -+ /I E [0, CCJ ). Then { Tati TG ’ } is relatively com- 
pact with all limit points in BBS(p). 
ProoJ: For notational simplicity we assume T,,y” -+ p; this will not 
affect the validity of the proof. Now (T,” y)“” = Tan y”” + p. By 
Proposition 2.1 [a] of [2] we also have (Tan TG ’ ) Tb, ybn = Tanybn = 
(T,,Y)~“-+ pp = /?“p. Since Tb, ybn -+ g, the convergence of types theorem now 
gives the result. Q.E.D. 
Remark. When the sequence { T,,y” * 6(t,) j is only assumed to be 
stochastically compact, a less precise version of Lemma 2 can be deduced 
in a similar fashion. The only difference in the argument is that in the 
stochastically compact case we do not have # = /?“,u but only that ,u~ = TV, 
where T is an invertible linear operator and v is another full limit of the 
compact sequence. The conclusion of the lemma must thus be weakened to 
( T,” Tb; ’ } is relatively compact in the space of invertible operators. 
LEMMA 3. Let {R,} be a precompact sequence of linear operators 
on V. Then every limit point of {R,) is in S(p) if and only if 
lim, _ m inf(JJR,-Aj):AES(p)}=O. 
LEMMA 4. Let k be a fixed positive integer. Then 
lim max inf( 1) T,,,k+r T,-‘kB-A]/:AES(p)} =O. 
m-co Ocr<k 
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Proof. Since the maximum is taken over a finite set, r = 0, 1, . . . . k - 1, it 
suffices to show that for each fixed r, 
lim inf{ (1 Tmk + r T,-‘kB--AIlAd(, 
m-cc 
This follows immediately from Lemmas 2 and 3. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let CI be any number in (0, A) and let n be any 
positive integer. Note that sup{ \(A (I: A E S(p)} = 1 and choose a positive 
integer k so large that 2 ((k a’-BI( < 1. This is possible because, since a < 1, 
lim k _ m kal-’ = 0. Write n in terms of the base k: n = C;,op,ki, where 
pie (0, 42, *.., k - 1 }, ps > 0, and k” < n < k” + ‘. Divide by k repeatedly to 
generate nonnegative integers m 1, . . . . m, and r, , . . . . rs such that 
n=m,ki-r, 
m,=m,~,k+r,_ 1, 
and,ingeneral,forj=l,..., s-l, 
mj+l = mjk + rj, 
where Ogrjgk-1. For each j: 
mj= i=zi+ l Pikius+jel. 
Observe that since ps > 0, kj- ’ < mj < (2k)j+ I. 
We now estimate \jT,J. Since 
II Trill G II Tn Tis’ II . II T,n$ Tiit!, II . .a II Tot1 T;,’ II . II T,, IL 
it suffices to estimate 11 Tmk + I T;‘ll. But from Lemma 4 it follows that there 
exists a positive number m, such that if m > m,, 
max IIT,,,,+,T,-lkBlj ~2. 
O<r-Ck 
Hence 
lITm/c+r T;'Il G llTmk+r T;' kBll * Ilk-q 
d 2 Ilk-% O<r<k, mam,. 
Choose j, so that kj”-’ 2 m,; since mj > kj- l, 
lITm,+,T,~,~ll <2 WBII, j>j,. 
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Using this bound in our extimate of I( T,l[, we see that 
lITAl < C2” Ilk- BIIs, 
where 
C= I(k-BJI-jomax()ITiI(: 1 <‘i,<k- l> 
x (max{IITiT,-‘I(: 1 <i,j<(2k)“+‘))j”. 
But IlkPBII =k-” I[k”‘-BII and 2 I(kal--B(I < 1 so 
lIT,JI <CC2 I(kar’-Bll]sk-Sr< Ck-““. 
Finally, since n < k” + ‘, k e-S < kn - I, so k-“” < k”n --OL. put C, = Ck*; then 
II T,ll < C,n-‘. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. lim,,,max,.,,,inf(Ilk~ET,T~;kl+r-A)):AES(~)}=O. 
ProoJ: Let r E { 0, 1, . . . . k - 11 be fixed. Since S(p) is a group, since the 
inverse is a homemorphism, and since every limit point of the precompact 
sequence { T,,,,+,T;‘kB};=, is in S(p), the sequence { keBTm T$+ ,}g, 1 
is precompact and every limit point of this sequence is in S(p). It follows 
by Lemma 2 as before that 
lim max inf{Ilk-BT,T;~+,-~l(I:AES(~)}=O. Q.E.D. 
m-Pm O<r<k 
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. As 
before, let n be any positive integer, note that sup{ /)A/: A E S(p)} = 1, and 
pick tl > n arbitrarily. 
Since lim, _ co kB-” = 0, we may choose a positive integer k so large that 
2 IlkB-n’ll < 1. Define m,, . . . . m, and rl, . . . . rs as in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Then 
From Lemma 5, it follows that for some m, and for m 2 m,, 
llTmT;~+,ll= Ilk”~k-BL~~LII 
d llkBll . IV-“LT~~+.ll 
s 2ka I}k”-a’ll 
,< k”. 
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Choose j, so that kjO- ’ > m,; then ifj>jo, mj>ki-‘>mm, so 
IIL,Ki,!+,II Gk”, j>j,. 
Just as in the proof of Theorem 1, it now follows that for some constant 
c;, 
I( T, ’ II < C:n’. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6. For each p > A there is a positive constant C,, independent of 
m and n, an integer N so that for all n B N and all positive integers m we 
have II T,, T,-,‘II G C,mP. 
ProoJ Let q > 1 be a number to be specified later and let log denote 
log,. Then 
T,, T,-,l = 
and by Lemma 2 the terms in the product, except the last, each have all 
limit points in the set qBS(p). 
So for large n, )I Tnq, T,y,,,)+,(l < 2 1)q’l). Again using Lemma 2 we have 
I( T,,,+I~~ ml T,-,‘]\ < 2 for large n. The result now follows by choosing q large 
enough that 2 I(qB-p’(l < 1. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The same result holds in the stochastically compact case 
except that the lower bound on p can not be explicitly identified. 
LEMMA 7. Ifp < l/n, j IIxIlp dp(x) < 00. 
Proof: See Jurek [IS]. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let X, X,, . . . . be independent random variables 
with distribution y and let S, = xi”= 1 Xi. First assume X is symmetric. We 
establish uniform integrability by showing that there exists q>p with 
sup E II T,S,ll” < 00. Fix p < q <s < l/n. By Lemma 6 there exist constants 
C > 0 and N, such that n 3 N, implies (1 T, T,-,l (1 < Cm”‘“, for all m. Choose 
d so large that 2P( )( T,S,ll > d) < E, where E < 4, say, uniformly in n, by 
tightness. Using Levy’s maximal inequality we have for m 3 1, n 3 NI 
(putting So = 0): 
(A) P(m=+,, IITmn(L-%z,,-,,)I1 >4 c Wll7’m,%,,ll >4 < E, 
whereas by the i.i.d. assumption, 
W JYmax, q m llTmn(&-Tr~~-~~)ll ~4=~OIT,n%Jl Gdd)“. Now 
there is a constant A(E) depending on E, such that 1 - (1 - E)“~ <A(&)/m, 
independent of m > 1. Together (A) and (B) imply 
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(Cl suPn2N,,m>l mPOIT,m~,/l >4<4~). But P(/I~,n,$,lI >d)= 
P( II Tmn T; 1 T, S, II > d) < PC II T, S, II > d II T, T,-,’ (I ) (where we have used the 
inequality [lTx(l 2 IlxlI/llT-‘[[ for linear T), so that (C) and the regularity 
imply 
(JJ) suPn>N,,m> I mP()\T,S,I/ >Cdm”“)< 00. 
An easy interpolation of (D) gives, for some to > 0, 
M= sup supt”‘YP(lIT,S,II~tl’y)<CO. 
n>N, ISlO 
Thus 
sup E ()T,S,(ly= sup 1% P((IT,S,(I bt”Y)dr 
n 9 N, n>N, 0 
Desymmetrization is performed exactly as in de Acosta [ 1, 
Theorem 3.11, and requires no information about T,. 
Finally, for some n we have E 1) T,S, - b,,JJP < 00, and thus we obtain 
cc >(E IIT,,S,(/p)1’p2 [IT;‘/\-’ (E I(Sn(IP)l’p, implying E )(XIJp<co when 
p < l/A. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Since the facts used in the proof of Theorem 3 were tightness 
and the estimate of Lemma 6, the reader can easily see that by passing to 
convergent subsequences and utilizing the other remarks made above the 
following result obtains. 
COROLLARY. Suppose { T,, y” * J(t,)} is stochastically compact and L 
is the set of limit distributions. Then there is a P> 0 so that p < P 
implies {S IIx(Ip d( T,y” * &t,))(x)} is bounded with cluster set 
{I Il-dlp44-4:~~L~~ 
LEMMA 8. If A > 4 and if p > I/A, then 
s IblIp 4(x) = 00. 
Proof: Let A = {x: JIxI( k 1). 
j Ilxllp4(x)= j lIT,-‘41PdT,Y 
>, I IIT;‘41p dT,zy A 
2 IIT;‘Il -p T,?/(A), 
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since if yeA, (ly(l 2 1. Thus 
s Ilxll”dy(x)~ b-l II~nll-pl~ Cn. TnIo)I. 
Since lim, _ a, T,, y” * s(t,) = p, it follows from the Central Limit Theorem 
that 
lim n. T,y(A) = M(A), 
n-cc 
where M again is the Levy measure of p. Since p is full and n > 4, 
M(A) > 0. Now choose q E (l/p, I); then according to Theorem 1 there 
exists a constant C, such that /) T,ll < C,n -“. Then for large n 
s JIxI(p dy(x)> (C;w-q M(A)/2. 
But by the choice of q, pq > 1 so 
Q.E.D 
Proof of Theorem 4. Consider the primary decomposition of V given by 
the operator B. Let 71 be the sum of the canonical projections onto those 
subspaces corresponding to the eigenvalues of B with real part equal to .4. 
Then rc is a projection which is a polynomial in B and hence commutes 
with B. Since y is in the domain of normal attraction of p we have 
KByn * 6(6/J -+ p 
SO 
n -B”(7ly)” * 8(7c6,) = 7-c(KBf * 6(6,)) -+ 7y. 
Observe that np is full and operator stable on nV with exponent RB; every 
eigenvalue of AB has a real part equal to ,4. Applying Lemma 8 to rry (here 
n=n) we see that for p> l/n 
and the theorem is proved. 
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